Renaming Clips in the Contents Pane
By Scott Badger

At any time in the development of your video, you can rename any video clip located in the Contents Pane. Now in the sample USS video that we imported into Movie Maker, noticed that Movie Maker has imported the video into different clips. The clips are named after the original video name with the addition of a number at the end of the name. (i.e. USSVideo 001)

1. In the Contents Pane, right-click on video clip USSVideo 001 and then select Rename.

2. You will notice that the name of the video is now being highlighted. It’s ready for you to type in a new name. Go ahead and type in “College Entrance” as the new name for this particular video clip.
3. Now rename USSVideo 002 to Training and USSVideo 009 to Tech Labs

Note: Another way to rename a video clip is to select the video clip that you want to rename and then select Edit > Rename.